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How to make computational neuroscience a more accepted scientific approach?

**Reproducibility**: easy to rerun and validate simulation result reported in a scientific paper.

**Accessibility**: available to theoretical and experimental neuroscientists in an understandable format.

**Portability**: cross-simulator validation and exchange of models and components enabling reuse.

**Transparency**: exposure of internal properties and automated validation.
Neuroinformatics infrastructure

NeuroML
A simulator-independent language for describing and exchanging detailed neuronal and network models

LEMS
Compact and flexible model description language that underlies NeuroML 2

The Open Source Brain Initiative
Accessible repository of standardized models and infrastructure for collaborative, open source model development
The Open Source Brain repository

Modelling the brain, together

Open Source Brain is a resource for sharing and collaboratively developing computational models of neural systems.

Explore OSB  Sign up
Current model development life-cycle

1. Experiment
2. Implement the model and tune it
   - Clean up
   - Publish
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Current model development life-cycle

1. Experiment
   - Implement the model and tune it
   - Clean up
   - Publish
     - Update local copy of the model
     - Independent changes
     - Start from scratch
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How to make computational neuroscience more scientific?

**Reproducibility:** easy to rerun and validate simulation result reported in a scientific paper.

**Accessibility:** available to theoretical and experimental neuroscientists in an understandable format

**Portability:** cross-simulator validation and exchange of models and components enabling reuse

**Transparency:** exposure of internal properties and automated validation